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Max the Cat Publishing, Inc. Paperback. Condition: New. 424 pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x 5.5in. x
1.0in.Crime Pays! is an iconic novel of these times! Author Mark Small has penned a tale eerily
relevant to the economic turmoil that burdens Americans today as a result of the greed and
financial misdealings of big business and Wall Street. His initially tangled storylines effortlessly
unravel to reveal an emphatic reminder that nothing is free in life - and to think otherwise is simply
absurd. Told through the sardonic voice of a small-town boy coming of age in the 1960s, this
satirical novel disconcertingly parallels the financial and ethical toxicities of modern society. Based
on actual events, the authors buyer beware tale immortalizes one of the largest get-rich-quick
schemes of its time where thousands of nave residents of a colorful Midwestern town were bilked
out of millions. A story not for the faint of heart, author Mark Small vividly unravels a tangled web of
deceit, greed, fraud and murder. The story will take you on a rollercoaster of emotions from hope
and horror to empathy and vindication. This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may
arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

An incredibly amazing ebook with perfect and lucid answers. It is writter in basic terms and never di icult to understand. Its been written in an
exceptionally basic way and it is only right after i finished reading this ebook in which in fact modified me, affect the way i really believe.
-- Beverly Hoppe-- Beverly Hoppe

Extremely helpful for all class of individuals. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I realized this publication from my i and dad
suggested this ebook to discover.
-- Adela Schroeder II-- Adela Schroeder II
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